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This book, Nathan, includes the billionaire brothers books Chase and Jackson for a limited

time...Women were always a joy for Nathan, he loved having them around and he loved almost

every one of them he met. But when Ana came into his life the feelings she evoked had him

wondering if he had really every known love at all. Through tragedy, both Nathan and Ana will find

their true selves, but only if they are able to stay alive. Will Ana be able to overcome her past? And

with Nathan ever give up his playboy past and navy seal lifestyle to settle down?*This steamy sexy

Navy SEAL bad boy alpha billionaire romance is perfect for fans of Cassie Cross, Hannah Ford,

Deborah Bladon, Kendall Ryan, Lauren Blakely, and J.S. Scott*
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What a great story. I was drawn to Nate and Ana's story. Nate, a Navy seal is the one who rescues

Ana and she slowly finds herself beginning to trust Nate. She is mistrustful of men because of all

she has gone through. This collection also includes the stories of his brothers, Chase and Jackson

Jeremiah is brought into the story, but we are left hanging with his story. Lots of twists and surprises

that will keep your interest from beginning to end. You will enjoy this series. I received an arc copy

in return for an honest review



This book was pretty good, but I cannot give a better review, due to the constant terrible mistakes in

spelling, and the even worse horrible grammatical errors throughout??? What happened to the

proofreader?

I really liked the three brothers Nate, Chase and Jackson I don't know why you brought Jeremiah

into the picture and left it hanging with no end. I would have wanted to know what happen to him. It

disappointed to find out in my mind that this what not the complete story.

I love this book. When I first started to read I really thought it was going to be dark and suspenseful.

When Ana starts her story out at the begin you really felt the sorry and the hurt for her thru the

words of the book. Claire writes so good that the words make you want to keep reading until your

done. Then comes Nate, the strong hero that has his own problems but he is there to help out Ana. I

don't want to give to much away with about the story but lets just say you won't be disappointed.

Nate and Ana start out trying to heal and work together and then it forms into more then that. They

make each other better and protect each other. I would suggest this book to my friends and I

suggest you give it a try. I really think you will fall in love with Ana and Nate.

I received this book in exchange for an honest review. I fell in love with the 2 main characters. Ana,

my heart went out to her. Here she is, jumping in feet first into a relationship with a man she's met

on the internet. Only to....(spoiler can't tell you). Then we have Nate. He's the knight in shining

armour that Ana's been looking for all along.Once Ana leaves her solace and has to return to the

real world she ends up staying at Nate's cabin with him. The fireworks commence between these

two. Ana knows that Nate has a dangerous job and wants to learn as much from him to help protect

herself.This was a great book. I cannot wait for the rest - please tell me there is more coming in this

series???

Nate who is a Navy Seal rescues Ana from Stephano home. Ana has been through a lot and has

some real emotional issues from this. It is hard for her to trust men. Nate offers to take care of Ana

and have her stay in his Cabin with him. The Nate get Deployed to Syria and has to leave Ana

behind. How will Ana handle this, is she ready to be left alone? You will need to read it to find out. In

my opinion this is a must read.

When Nathan helped rescue Ana he felt something that he never felt before. Ana after staying and



talking to counselors about the trauma she went thru, she finally can go home and Nathan offers to

help Ana since he knows what she is going through. Nathan and Ana are comfortable around each

other and that is a huge because Ana doesn't trust men easily. With the threat still out there Nathan

will do anything to keep Ana safe. But when Nathan needs to go on an assignment will Ana be

safe? I couldn't wait to read what happens next with Ana and loved Nathan and Ana together

After reading about Chase and Jordan and the rescue efforts of Nate(Nathan) this book was pretty

good..Ana has a lot of surviving issues after being swayed by the internet to come to America to

meet her future husband .. well we know in the first book how that turned out ... this book is like

several weeks later Ana is ready to leave the Rehab place and Nate is asked to let her stay in his

Mountain home...Nate already has desires for Ana because he of course rescued her ... he was the

one to carry her out and hold her and look into her pretty blue eyes ...Nate is needed to do a spec

ops job in Syria which is a war torn country while Ana is still being searched for by Capoli's men but

she doesn't trust easy and when one day out running she comes across a house that has pictures

of her and Nate.. she gets back to Nates mountain home only to be frantic that they leave

immeadiately... Nates accepts this and they head out ...he leaves her with his boss but Ana is

somewhat afraid and feels the need to be with Nate so she happens to make it to Syria and in an

accidental way actually does help Nate and his men...I really enjoyed this story ..the only negative I

can come up with is there is a bit too much repetition of thoughts between Ana and then Nate ...for

memind you Readers I am only one person and you may not feel that way ... that's the only reason I

give it 4 stars...1st story is found in >>>Chase -The Complete Romance Series (Suspenseful Alpha

Billionaire Bad Boy Romance)
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